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The primary intent of this degree paper is to 
examine the impact of Quality Circles on employees of 
the New Accounts Department of Merrill Lynch in Atlanta. 
This study is significant because participative manage¬ 
ment is enhanced through Quality Circles, which brings 
about a new style of management in organizations to 
improve quality of service to customers and quality of 
work life to employees. 
The findings of the study showed that Quality 
Circles have had a positive impact on the employees in 
the New Accounts Department by enabling them to have 
more say about their jobs. Quality Circles have 
heightened the employees' morale by allowing them to 
participate in decision making and problem solving in 
their work areas. Quality Circles have offered the 
1 
2 
opportunity to do interesting and meaningful work, 
which in turn gives the employees satisfaction in 
their jobs. Also, relationships among supervisors 
and employees, as well as employees and co-workers 
improved through Quality Circles as a result of their 
being able to communicate and share ideas with each 
other in Quality Circles. 
The main source of information for this study 
was surveys administered to twenty-seven (27) em¬ 
ployees in the New Accounts Department; (twenty 
of these responded to the surveys). A variety of 
secondary data was obtained from books, journals, 
and articles. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Today, our nation faces serious economic problems 
because of the high cost of production and keen foreign 
competition. American industry's loss of competitiveness 
over the past couple of decades has been nothing but an 
economic disaster. This is forcing management to find 
solutions to these problems. 
One solution is the Quality Circle concept, which 
originated in Japan to assist management in sovling quality 
problems in manufacturing, and related managerial problems. 
The basic philosophy underlying Quality Circles is that 
quality awareness through participative management cannot 
only identify problem situations, but can also assist 
management in solving them. 
Quality Circles are in full operation in many 
large United States companies, as well as companies in 
Europe, Asia, South America, and Australia. The idea of 
Quality Circles was brought to this country during the 
seventies by two large companies, Lockheed and Honeywell. 
Merrill Lynch is now trying this Quality Circle 
concept, which it hopes would bring a basic change in the 
style of management of this company. The idea of Quality 
1 
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Circles recognizes the importance of management, but the 
focus of the program is to have a larger say about how the 
employees' jobs can best be performed. Clearly, employees 
know their job best and want to contribute to the success 
of their company if only given the opportunity to do so. 
Mary V. Gelinas, in her article, "A Systems 
Approach to Quality Circles," points out that: 
There is little doubt that quality circles, when 
implemented effectively, promise significant 
boosts to improving quality and increasing the 
productivity, morale and participation of the 
American worker. After all, what could be more 
American or make more sense than groups of indi¬ 
viduals gathering together to identify and solve 
their collective problems.1 
The purpose of this paper is to examine the impact 
of Quality Circles on employees in the New Accounts Depart¬ 
ment of Merrill Lynch. In examining the impact of Quality 
Circles, this paper has been divided into five sections. 
The first section describes the agency, department, and 
the organizational problem; the second section is a review 
of relevant literature; the third section is the metho¬ 
dology; the fourth section is an analysis of the impact of 
Quality Circles on the employees in the New Accounts Depart¬ 
ment; the fifth and last section presents the conclusions 
and recommendations. 
Mary V. Gelinas, Ed.D., "A Systems Approach to 
Quality Circles," QC Sources (Cincinnati, Ohio: IAQC 
Press, 1983), 7. 
II. THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING 
The Description of the Agency 
Far beyond any other founder, Charles Edward Merrill 
dominates the history of Merrill Lynch. While the firm he 
founded in 1914 was neither as large nor as famous as E. A. 
Pierce and Company or Fenner and Beane, it was Merrill's 
venture capital and willingness to take a chance on a 
better future that made the modern Merrill Lynch happen. 
Merrill Lynch is a United States-based global in¬ 
vestment and financial services firm, whose retail, capital 
markets, and real estate businesses are highly integrated 
and unmatched in terms of the synergy it offers in invest¬ 
ment services. Its total resources are applied to offer 
clients professional advice and access to high quality, 
innovative financial products and services around the 
2 
world. Atlanta serves as the base for the Southeast 
Service Center, which currently has a total workforce of 
one hundred and thirty non-unionized employees. 
New Accounts Department 
The New Accounts Department is responsible for 
opening and maintaining Merrill Lynch accounts, including 
2Henry R. Hecht, Ed.D., A Legacy of Leadership/ 




regular cash and margin accounts. A more accurate name for 
the department would be "ALL ACCOUNTS," because whether it 
is an old or new account the department handles it. The 
New Accounts Department also handles the transferring of 
accounts between Merrill Lynch offices, when at least one 
of the accounts is in the Southeast Region. The department 
requests, receives and inputs all documents necessary to 
maintain accounts, according to legal and compliance 
standards. New Accounts also includes a paralegal section 
that is responsible for legal opinions and transactions. 
There are twenty-seven employees in this department, four 
assistant supervisors, and two supervisors. This depart¬ 
ment maintains two and a half million documents for the 
accounts of the fifty branch offices that the center serves. 
The writer's general duties/responsibilities 
between Jaunary 1985 through August 1987 were: 
- Processing accounts 
- Transferring of accounts from region to region 
- Solving problems with accounts 
- Handling complaints over the telephone 
- Assisting brokers and sales assistants in branches 
- Processing paralegal accounts 
- Reviewing incoming mail 
- Participating in Quality Circles 
Statement of the Problem 
The New Accounts Department is regarded as the 
"reject" department in the service center at Merrill Lynch,* 
5 
this is because employees do not want to be assigned to 
that department. Management in the New Accounts Depart¬ 
ment faces problems among employees because of low morale, 
lack of departmental communication, and job satisfac¬ 
tion. The quality of service in this department had been 
low. As a result of these existing conditions, management 
introduced and implemented a new concept known as Quality 
Circles in 1983. However, there has not been any evalua¬ 
tion of the performance and effectiveness of the Circles. 
The focus of this apper is to evaluate the impact of the 
Quality Circles in the Mew Accounts Department. 
III. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Definition of Quality Circles 
A review of the literature shows that Quality Cir¬ 
cles are based on the idea that workers would like to use 
their brains in addition to their labor. Donald L. Dewar 
defines Quality Circles as a way of capturing the creative 
3 
and innovative power that lies within the work force. 
Therefore, Quality Circles focus on the self-development 
of workers and the improvement of working conditions. 
Through this process, there develops improvement of worker 
morale and motivation, stimulation of teamwork, and recog¬ 
nition of worker achievements. Harry Katzan, Jr. defines a 
Quality Circle program as a well defined set of policies, 
procedures,and people established to increase the effective- 
4 
ness of the total work environment. 
Eugene Benge and John Hickey define Quality Circles 
as a small group of employees in the same work area who 
have been trained to identify and analyze problems and 
3 
Donald L. Dewar, The Quality Circle Guide to Par- 
ticipation Management (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice- 
Hall, Inc., 1980), 2. 
4 
Harry Katzan, Jr., A Manager's Guide to Produc¬ 
tivity, Quality Circles and Industrial Robots (New York: 
Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., 1985), 37. 
6 
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devise a solution to them; they formally present the solu- 
5 tion to management. From this definition, it was estab¬ 
lished that an informal and properly trained work force 
can solve problems faster than anyone because they are 
closest to the existing problems and have been involved 
in the problem solving decisions and actions. 
Leon Met, in his article, "Quality Circles/Em¬ 
ployees Working Together to Solve Problems," defines 
Quality Circles in the public sector as: 
A small group of people at work, who do similar 
kinds of work and who meet together regularly 
and voluntarily on city time. The group tries 
to identify problems and analyze obstacles that 
make their jobs more difficult and less enjoy¬ 
able, and that reduce the quality of municipal 
services or raise the cost of the services. In 
short, they identify the things that make the 
difference in how well we like our jobs and how 
satisfied the citizens are with our services. 
These are the things that determine how well we 
do as a group or as a city, working together to 
succeed.6 
The writer understands the Quality Circle concept 
as not just an idea or a dream, but a reality that is 
spreading across the industrial, business, and governmental 
scenes at an accelerating pace. Society today, literally 
5 
Eugene Benge and John Hickey, Moral and Motiva¬ 
tion: How to Measure Morale and Increasi Productivity 
(New York: Alexander Hamilton Institute, Inc., 1984) , 
161. 
^Leon Met, Ed. D., "Quality Circles/Employees Work¬ 
ing Together to Solve Problems," Going Public/Quality Cir- 
cles in the Public Sector (Cincinnati, Ohio: IAQC Press, 
1984), 58. 
8 
and absolutely depends upon quality and the widespread 
availability and access to essential products and services. 
Suitable products and services must be designed for the 
survival of the company. Therefore, service departments 
must sustain quality and this can be accomplished by 
utilizing Quality Circles. 
Background of Quality Circles 
Interestingly, it was an Army General, Douglas 
MacArthur, who began the groundwork for what later became 
known as Quality Circles. Following World War II, General 
Douglas MacArthur, who served as a commander of the United 
States occupation forces in Japan was committed to a 
policy of putting the Japanese back on their feet following 
the devastation of World War II. He was acutely aware that 
Japan's lack of natural resources would require interna¬ 
tional trading arrangements. Japanese leaders in govern- 
7 
ment and industry indicated a willingness to help. With 
the knowledge of this, General MacArthur obtained the ser¬ 
vices of various Americans to assist the Japanese in rais¬ 
ing the quality levels of their products. 
To implement MacArthur's policy, he called on Dr. 
W. Edward Deming, an American expert in statistical quality 
7 
Donald L. Dewar, The Quality Circle Guide to Par¬ 
ticipation Management, 12. 
9 
control (SQC). Dr. Deming, a statistician for the govern¬ 
ment, was sent to train management people in Japan and the 
Japanese proved to be excellent and highly receptive 
g 
students. During 1948 to 1950, he performed this job so 
successfully that he was called upon again and again to 
9 
tram more engineers and scientists in statistical methods. 
In 1951, the Japanese government honored his ser¬ 
vices by creating the Deming Prize. Dr. Deming's philo¬ 
sophy is also known as the Deming Wheel. He professes 
that everyone should plan, collect data, analyze,and con¬ 
struct the work and keep the circle rotating. This is how 
quality is properly maintained in a company (see figure 
1).^ The wheel has four parts, the first being able to 
plan. This is where employees come together and brainstorm 
about work-related problems. The second part consists of 
gathering data and facts of why this problem exists in the 
work area. The third part is to check and analyze the 
problem in the flow of work and why it exists. The fourth 
and last part is the final presentation or action to be 
implemented in resolving the problem in the work area. 
®Ibid., 6. 
Q 
Sud Ingle, Quality Circles Masters Guide/Increas¬ 
ing Productivity with People Power (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: 





THE OEMING WHEEL 
Source: Sud Ingle, Quality Circles Masters Guide/ 
Increasing Productivity with People Power (Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1982), 9. 
11 
In 1954, four years after Dr. Deming introduced the 
concept of statistical quality control, Dr. J. Juran, a 
renowned quality control professional, began to introduce 
the Total Control concept of the Japanese in America.^ 
Quality begins in the design stage and ends after satis¬ 
factory service is provided to the customer. It is not 
just the manufacturing quality one should be concerned 
with, but the total quality that counts for the success of 
the company. The Japanese government was also deeply in¬ 
volved in this service aspect for a quality improvement 
program. Later, many programs on quality control, statis¬ 
tics, and related subjects were broadcast on radio and 
television. The month of November in Japan was proclaimed 
Quality Month. "Q" flags, quality slogans, seminars, and 
conventions were initiated during November to promote a 
quality drive.^ 
During the following eight years, the Japanese 
molded the techniques of Deming and Juran, the research 
proposals of American organizational specialists, Peter 
Drucker and Chris Argyris, and the motivational theories of 
Douglas McGregor and Abraham Maslow into a unique style of 
participative management, which allows employee involvement 
"''■''Ronald B. Konarik and Wayne Reed, "A Military 
Approach Work Environment Improvement Teams," QC Sources 




in the organization and recognition of their efforts in 
performance of work through Quality Circles meetings and 
management presentations. 
Not so long ago, the label "Made in Japan" was 
synonymous with shoddy workmanship and poor quality. Yet 
today, firms like Sony and Toyota sell their products 
mainly on the basis of quality and high standards. The 
Japanese devotion to better value, quality, and innovation 
at an attractive price has changed the customers1 prefer¬ 
ence around the world. 
This change is partly a result of Japan's preoccu¬ 
pation with quality control, a management concept taught by 
American academics to Japanese industries in the early 
1950s. From this concept of quality, the process of Quality 
Circle emerged. ^ 
In 1962, Dr. Ishikawa, a professor at Tokyo Univer¬ 
sity, developed the Quality Circle concept based on these 
new found princples: Cost reduction, productivity improve¬ 
ments, quality of work life, employee involvement, and 
decison-making or problem-solving activities. It took 
Japan thirty years of hardship and a constant striving for 
quality to become a third industrial power in the present 
13 
Joel E. Ross and William C. Ross, Japanese 
Quality Circles of Productivity (Reston, Virginia: Reston 
Publishing Co., Inc., 1982), 5T 
13 
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world. To attribute this remarkable industrial progress 
solely to Quality Circles would be absurd. However, to say 
that this process was an outgrowth of Japan's obsession 
with improving product quality would be more accurate.^ 
Quality Circles in America 
The Quality Circle concept did not find its way to 
the United States until 1973. The question in the minds of 
many business people seemed to be, "What has Japan got 
that we haven't got?" Wayne S. Rieker, a manufacturing 
manager of a missiles system division, was among a tour 
group sponsored by Lockheed Missiles Space Company organized 
to tour Japanese industrial plants in November 1973. 
Others included were: Donald L. Dewar, quality control 
coordinator; William J. Nicol, product assurance assistant 
manager; Edward P. Rogers, management training coordinator; 
Louis Bernard, manager, labor relations; and Isamu Yoshioka, 
manufacturing supervisor and interpreter for the group. 
This group of men from Lockheed were impressed by 
the Japanese workers' involvement in the job. Unlike 
American workers, Japanese workers (who participated in 
problem-solving groups) seemed to care tremendously about 
■^Sud Ingle, Quality Circles Masters Guide/Increas¬ 
ing Productivity with People Power, 12. 
15 Ira B. Gregerman, Productivity Improvement (New 
York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., 1984), 94. 
14 
the quality of their products. American managers noticed 
how through the utilization of Quality Circles, Japan 
managed, in a relatively short time, to progress from being 
a low-quality, low-cost producer to being a high quality 
producer and in some cases, a price leader. Such corpora¬ 
tions as Lockheed and Honeywell decided to try Quality 
Circles in order to improve their quality of service to the 
American people. This group also agreed that Quality Cir¬ 
cles should not be formed until supervisors were trained and 
became experienced in solving problems. An objective of 
Quality Circles is to have the circle members solve prob¬ 
lems that affect their jobs, not managements'. So a super¬ 
visor must avoid selecting the problem for the employees to 
work on, which is difficult for some supervisors. However, 
if this is not done, it can lead to the failure of Quality 
Circles. 
In a report, the Lockheed group stressed the effect¬ 
iveness of Quality Circles in motivating workers by enrich¬ 
ing their work experience and increasing their sense of 
participation; this report also emphasized the strong sup¬ 
port given by management to the circle idea. W. S. Rieker 
stated: 
The highest level management, generally a plant 
manager, participated in and often led the cir¬ 
cle discussions. Managers demonstrated an amaz¬ 
ing (sic) detailed knowledge of the quality circle 
program in their respective companies. This con¬ 
vinced me that the programs were not confined.to 
15 
the manufacturing and Product Assurance Depart¬ 
ments. They were real, live, company-wide pro¬ 
grams . 
The first major breakthrough in employee involve¬ 
ment occurred when Wayne S. Rieker introduced the concept 
at Lockheed Corporation in California. Each circle was 
formed with eight to ten members who did similar work; they 
would meet once a week for about an hour with the super¬ 
visors acting as leaders. The first circle was started in 
October 1974. By the end of 1975, there were fifteen cir¬ 
cles, and by 1977, there were thirty circles. In 1977, a 
society called the International Association of Quality 
Circles (IAQC) was formed. It publishes a quarterly maga¬ 
zine called Quality Circle. IAQC publishes many articles 
on Quality Circles and reviews recent developments in the 
17 
field and also offers training courses and materials. 
The American Society for Quality Control (ASQC) 
has created a separate subsection on Quality Circles, and 
a panel has been formed to collect more details on the 
subject. The success and growth thus far has been impres¬ 
sive and future progress will depend on the cooperation 
18 
between management and the workers. 
■^Joel E. Ross and William C. Ross, Japanese 






Quality Circles in the United States have a bigger 
impact on management styles. Generally, companies are used 
to the Taylorized type of management, in which top manage¬ 
ment makes the decisions and passes them to middle and 
lower management. Quality Circles are based on partici¬ 
pative management and allow the workers to make many deci¬ 
sions . 
Problem Identification and Solution 
At the Quality Circles' first meeting, the circles' 
leader provides a kit which includes: pens, pencils, 
paper, folders, calendar and other small useful things 
that circle members will need while working on a problem. 
The next step is for the group to choose a name and secre¬ 
tary to take notes of the meetings. Finally, the circle 
generally decides to prepare a list of all problems that 
members wish to tackle. 
Once the problem has been selected, the circle can 
start analyzing it, usually through the brainstorming 
technique, which helps to get all members involved so that 
various causes can be listed on a sheet. The facilitator 
generally asks members for their opinions regarding causes 
and lists the possible causes given on the sheet. With 
group consent, the key cause is picked for analysis, and 
17 
another set of data is collected to verify the causes. If 
it proves that the circle has picked up the key cause, the 
members can generally proceed further to seek the solution 
to the cause. Once the major cause is found, the circle 
will generally proceed to develop a solution. 
After the identification of the causes of the 
problems, members then begin to brainstorm collectively 
in proposing solutions. Once the circle arrives at a 
method to fix the problem, a plan is prepared for imple¬ 
mentation. The employees should implement the project on 
a small scale basis to test the validity in order to save 
time, money, and energy of the circle. This stage usually 
takes three weeks to three months. In order to maintain 
an effective circle, it is recommended that weekly meetings 
ranging from thirty to forty-five minutes per week depend¬ 
ing on the need be held. This helps to maintain good 
communication, create new solutions, and keep harmony in 
. 19 the circle according to Sud Ingle. 
A presentation for management is an important form 
of recognition for the circle. Circle members feel that 
19 Sud Ingle, Quality Circles Masters Guide/ 
Increasing Productivity with People Power, 160. 
18 
their work is not in vain, while management gets to hear 
some aspects of a project that management might otherwise 
have neglected. A management presentation helps circle 
members to become assertive and to learn how to talk in 
front of others. It should be remembered that good com¬ 
munication helps to build a successful company, and the 
more people who know what is going on the better the 
results. 
After the circle members have presented the solu¬ 
tion to management, it is management's duty to review 
the suggestions and solutions thoroughly. The circle 
should be informed about the decisions so that the com¬ 
munication is completed and members know the outcome of 
their efforts. 
Quality Circle Motivate through Participation 
The Quality Circle concept is an excellent method 
of obtaining worker participation. Without effective 
participation from various levels, this program cannot 
achieve a high degree of success. Motivation and parti¬ 
cipation go hand-in-hand. Participants gain recognition, 
assume responsibility, perform useful work, gain an 
understanding of how things really are in the industrial 
19 
environment, and exert a positive influence on their 
20 own jobs. Donald L. Dewar points out that: 
Members assume responsibility to identify and 
analyze problems in their work areas. This 
opportunity to do interesting and meaningful 
work provides a new and exciting challenge. 
The management presentation is a dramatic form 
of recognition for the circle members.21 
Quality Circles provide motivational factors 
(more voice, employee-involvement, decision-making, par¬ 
ticipation, and recognition) for human fulfillment and 
permit the process of participating in work to be a 
meaningful human experience. In short, this is the pro¬ 
cess of regarding people as humans, and machines as 
objects and allowing the two modalities to be integrated 
22 
only when necessary for achieving an intended purpose. 
According to Sud Ingle, some objectives for estab¬ 
lishing a Quality Circle are indicated in figure 2 below. 
These include: Improvement in Communication, Job Satis¬ 
faction, Quality, Team-building and Problem-solving, which 
are briefly discussed below. 
21 Donald L. Dewar, The Quality Circle Guide to 
Participation Management, 47. 
22 
Harry Katzan, Jr., A Manager1s Guide to Produc¬ 
tivity, Quality Circles, and Industrial Robots, 40. 
20 
FIGURE 2 
SOME QUALITY CIRCLE OBJECTIVES 
A. Communication 




Source: Sud Ingle, Quality Circles Masters Guide/ 
Increasing Productivity with People Power (Englewood 
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1982), 28. 
Improvement in Communication 
Quality Circles help improve communication through 
group activities. Employees and management become more 
open-minded. In some companies, people talk about prob¬ 
lems even during breaks and lunch. Quality Circles facili¬ 
tate the upward flow of information about ideas for im¬ 
provement. This is probably their major contribution, 
since circles present their ideas to higher level managers, 
the program typically leads to a new type of communication 
that is quite important. It can have a positive impact 
on both management and employees who present their sug¬ 
gestions. Management realizes that rank-and-file employees 
21 
can get involved in the organization in the same way 
management does. Presenting their ideas to upper manage¬ 
ment is understandably a big event for most circle 
members. It involves employees using skills they do not 
usually utilize and has them meeting with high status 
managers in the organization. 
Job Satisfaction 
Employees need to feel happy and enthusiastic at 
work and take pride in it to do a good job. However, 
employees cannot achieve this sense of pride unless the 
opportunities are given to them to use their ideas and 
their brainpower. Sud Ingle believes that Quality Circles 
help promote more job satisfaction since people are aware 
that their ideas will be considered. This helps to satisfy 
23 
their "achievement" need. Edward E. Lawler III says 
Quality Circles may have a positive impact on employee 
satisfaction, which in turn can lead to reduced absenteeism 
and turnover and at least, initially, people feel better 
about their work and their organization, when they are in 




24 attendance and less turnover for them. 
Improvement in Quality 
"Quality," as Donald Dewar points out, is a 
thought that resides in every executive's mind. Parti¬ 
cipative management is the vehicle that puts quality in 
the mind of employees in organizations. Without atten¬ 
tion to quality, sooner or later, any organization will 
25 fail. Improving quality is a never-ending job, con¬ 
sumers constantly demand better quality, and if a com¬ 
pany wishes to stay in business, it must try to satisfy 
those consumer demands at all times. A Quality Circle 
is one of the best answers for solving problems and 
improving the quality image, through new work methods 
such as employee involvement in decision-making. The 
American worker is given the opportunity to participate 
in problem-solving to improve quality and production, 
and in many cases, employees come up with new ideas that 
are potential cost-savers. 
24 Edward E. Lawler III, High-Involvement Management 
(San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1986), 61. 
25 
Sud Ingle, Quality Circles Masters Guide/In¬ 
creasing Productivity with People Power, TTT 
23 
Team-Building 
A large part of employees' motivation at work is 
a function of the social environment in which they 
operate. According to Joel E. Ross and William C. Ross, 
a circle with a keen sense of identity and a high degree 
of cohesiveness is much more likely to produce results 
and be a source of satisfaction and pride to its mem- 
2 6 
bers. Employees working together through the Quality 
Circle process build the feeling of "team" spirit. 
Problem-Solving 
A big part of the Quality Circle program is the 
regular problem-solving meetings in which teams actively 
identify, analyze, and develop solutions which are 
within the scope of their responsibilities. This pro¬ 
cess challenges the employees to be more than just the 
hands that do the work,. It also motivates them to 
actively think and work out solutions that improve the 
quality of the company's products and increase productivity. 
2 6 - 
Joel E. Ross and William C. Ross, Japanese 
Quality Circles of Productivity, 33. 
24 
Problems Associated with Quality Circles 
Quality Circles have some disadvantages too (see 
figure 3)• There are a number of old customs and tradi¬ 
tions that have to be overcome. Many organizations have 
to be convinced to try managing business the new way. 
Some of the frequently heard objections are: Resistance 
of Managers, Resistance of Unions, and Resistance to 
New Ideas. 
FIGURE 3 
SOME PROBLEMS THAT CIRCLES ENCOUNTER 
A. Resistance of Managers 
B. Resistance of Unions 
C. Resistance to New Ideas 
Source: Donald L. Dewar, The Quality Circle to 
Participation Management (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice- 
Hall, Inc., 1980), 240. 
Resistance of Managers 
All too often Quality Circle programs are not suc¬ 
cessful because middle managers and supervisors are not 
included in the planning and implementation process, which 
is usually handled by top management and passed down. Top 
management puts together a steering committee, which basi¬ 
cally consists of a personnel (HRM) representative and top 
25 
executive managers. The steering committee handles the 
establishment of Quality Circles in all the divisions of 
the organization and the appointment of a facilitator. 
The facilitator is the individual responsible for coordi¬ 
nating and directing team activities within the organi¬ 
zation. Mid-level managers and supervisors are not in¬ 
cluded in this process and therefore, fail to develop a 
strong commitment to Quality Circles. Instead, they see 
it as a threat to their power and status. William A. 
Kraus points out: 
Typically, the resisters to Quality Circles are 
middle-level managers and individual contributors, 
especially in support functions. For these 
people, the issue of control is central: 'This 
is my area, I've been working on this type of 
problem for fifteen years, and the last thing I 
need is to have someone telling me how to do my 
job.'27 
Resistance of Unions 
Careful thought has to be given to the union's 
position. If a union perceives that management is using 
circles as another attempt to squeeze more productivity 
from employees, without sharing rewards, or if it fears 
that the system will create problems between the employees 
27 
William A. Kraus, "Building Effective Quality 
Circles," The Quality Circle Journal XX (September 1984):42. 
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and the union, it will be difficult to get the program off 
the ground. Michael J. Hoban illustrates: 
To disregard the union and to make the Quality 
Circle process an enterprise solely by manage¬ 
ment is to invite failure. If the union is not 
brought in to the process, the Quality Circle 
effort might be perceived as a union-busting 
program by the union officers and some portion 
of the bargaining unit membership. There is a 
greater likelihood that the union will then 
actively oppose the circle effort.28 
To begin a program in a unionized environment, Ira 
Gregerman offers the following points of advice: 
1) Provide short-term job and salary protection. 
2) Involve union leadership as early as practical. 
3) Pursue changes in a logical and carefully 
planned manner. 
4) Maintain an ongoing flow of two-way communica¬ 
tion. 
5) Present the program honestly and openly. 
6) Avoid any infringement of contractual 
conditions. 
7) Work toward building mutual respect. 
8) Remember that how things look is just as 
important as how things are.29 
Resistance to New Ideas 
When a new idea is put into effect, it is likely 
to encounter trouble and resistance from employees, these 
individuals usually fear new ideas, innovations, and 
2 8 
Michael J. Hoban, "Quality Circles in the 
Unionized Workplace," QC Sources (Cincinnati, Ohio: IAQC 
Press, 1983), 311. 
2 9 
Ira B. Gregerman, Productivity Improvement, 93. 
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technology from within the organization itself. To many 
employees, a change implies that established pattern will 
be altered and this often signals a threat to their job 
security. An example of this would be Quality Circles, 
which represent a change in style of management. 
The point is, "change" is a fact of life. Change 
does bring progress, in the form of new processes, tech¬ 
nology, and ideas. Employees should not fight change, but 
should use change to effect gains. Donald L. Dewar gives 
a solution to this problem, in which he points out: 
The test of leadership is to be able to put one's 
attention and effort to work and press on with 
patience and fortitude. Results: Cold, hard 
results, will, in the long run, be the biggest 
convincer of those who resist change.3° 
30Donald L. Dewar, The Quality Circle Guide to 
Participation Management, 252. 
IV. METHODOLOGY 
The writer1 s primary source of data was the 
employees' in the New Accounts Department. These data were 
gathered by using a survey constructed by the Management of 
Merrill Lynch in 1983. Survey research provides one of the 
few techniques available for the stuy of attitudes, values, 
beliefs, and motives. The writer asked forty questions and 
statements from the New Accounts Department employees con¬ 
cerning: Job Satisfaction, Departmental Communication, and 
Morale of the employees since the implementation of Quality 
Circles in 1983 (see Appendix A). 
In March of 1988, the writer distributed the surveys 
to the twenty-seven employees in the New Accounts Department. 
Twenty of the surveys were returned, which constitutes a 
seventy-three percent response rate. Out of the twenty 
employees who returned the survey, four employees have worked 
with the company for less than six months, ten have worked 
for about one year, and five have worked up to two years with 
the company. This indicates that about half of the employees 
have relatively little job experience in a one- to two-year 
period of time with the firm. 
28 
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The writer's secondary sources consisted of books, 
articles, and journals with information pertaining to 
Quality Circles. 
V. ANALYSIS 
In this section of the paper, the writer uses six 
tables to illustrate the survey results. The writer begins 
with the examination of the impact Quality Circles have had 
on the employees in the New Accounts Department since the 
implementation of Quality Circles in 1983. 
TABLE 1 
EMPLOYEES' OVERALL ATTITUDES TO QUALITY CIRCLES 
(Number of Employees who Responded) 
Item Yes No No Response Total 
1. Everyone should be 
given the opportunity 
to work in a Quality 
Circle, (19) (1) (0) (20) 
2. Most people in the New 
Accounts Department 
thought Quality Circles 
were a great idea. (12) (7) (1) (20) 
Source: Compiled from responses to the survey. 
Table 1 shows that overall, employees felt posi¬ 
tively about Quality Circles in Items 1 and 2. In Item 1, 
nineteen employees out of twenty, felt that everyone should 
be given the opportunity to work in a Quality Circle. In 
Item 2, twelve employees out of twenty, said that "most 
30 
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people in the New Accounts Department thought Quality Cir¬ 
cles were a great idea," while seven employees out of twenty 
disagreed. As a participant in Quality Circles, the writer 
observed the following reasons for disagreement: 1) Quality 
Circles took too much time away from doing their work, 2) 
They felt management paid no attention to their ideas, and 3) 
In the New Accounts Department, involvement in Quality Cir¬ 
cles is mandatory. Only one employee gave no response. 
Table 2 shows that the employees were happy about 
the impact Quality Circles have had on their job perform¬ 
ance. Twenty employees out of twenty felt Quality Circles 
encouraged employees to share ideas. Seventeen employees 
out of twenty felt Quality Circles helped employees to solve 
work-related problems effectively, increased teamwork and 
cooperation among each other. Nineteen employees out of 
twenty felt Quality Circles helped employees to understand 
what others did. Fourteen employees out of twenty felt 
Quality Circles allowed employees to influence how they 
performed their job. 
There was a little uncertainty about whether Quality 
Circles would increase rivalry. The question of rivalry was 
introduced because of the nature of competion among co¬ 
workers for attention and recognition from supervisors for 
possible job promotions. In the New Accounts Department, 
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TABLE 2 
IMPACT OF QUALITY CIRCLES ON EMPLOYEES' JOB 
PERFORMANCE (Number of Employees 
who Responded) 
Item Yes 
3. Quality Circles 
encouraged people 
to share ideas. (20) 
4. When I worked in 
Quality Circle, I 
learned to solve 
work-related 
problems better. (17) 
5. Quality Circles 
helped in solving 
work-related 
problems. (16) 
6. Quality Circles 
helped my depart¬ 
ment to function 
more effectively. (17) 
7. Quality Circles 
increased coopera¬ 
tion and teamwork 
among people. (17) 
8. Quality Circles 
helped people 
understnad what 
others did. (19) 
9. Quality Circles 
allowed people in 
the New Accounts 
Department to 
influence how the 






















(6) (0) (20) 
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Table 2 (continued) 
Item Yes No No Response Total 
10. Quality Circles 
increased rivalry 
among work groups 
in the New Accounts 
Department (4) (14) (2) (20) 
Source: Compiled from responses to the survey. 
there are two different Quality Circle Teams, with different 
supervisors. Each team worked on its own problems. However, 
there basically was no rivalry among the teams or co-workers, 
since their work area problems were different. So in Item 
10, fourteen employees out of twenty believed there was no 
increased rivalry among work groups. Increased rivalry 
would be negative for the department, because each employee 
would be concerned only about his/her needs and not the 
need for the improvement of the department. Four employees 
out of twenty felt there was an increase in rivalry among 
work gropps, and two employees out of twenty provided no 
response to this question. 
Table 3 shows that fifteen employees out of twenty 
felt that Quality Circles have brought about job satisfac¬ 
tion, four employees did not, and one employee gave no 
response. In Item 12, sixteen employees out of twenty felt 
management listened to their ideas since their involvement in 
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TABLE 3 
GENERAL JOB SATISFACTION AND ATTITIDES TOWARDS 
QUALITY CIRCLES (Number of Employees 
who Responed) 
Item Yes No No Response Total 
11. Quality Circles have 
brought about general 
job satisfaction. (15) (4) (1) (20) 
12. Quality Circles 
encouraged manage¬ 
ment in the depart¬ 
ment to listen to 
my ideas. (16) (3) (1) (20) 
13. Quality Circles allowed 
employees in the depart¬ 
ment to influence how 
the work got done. (14) (6) (0) (20) 
14. Quality Circles helped 
my department to func¬ 
tion more effectively. (17) (2) (1) (20) 
Source: Compiled from responses to the survey. 
Quality Circles. In Item 13, fourteen employees out of 
twenty agreed that Quality Circles helped their department 
(New Accounts) to function more effectively. In Item 14, 
seventeen employees out of twenty agreed that Quality 
Circles helped their department to function more effectively. 
Participation in Quality Circle activities defi¬ 
nitely provides the employees an opportunity to identify and 
analyze problems in their work areas. This opportunity to 
do interesting and meaningful work provides a new and excit¬ 
ing challenge, which brings about job satisfaction among 
employees. Also, when management listens to their ideas, 
this form of recognition gives the employees a better atti¬ 
tude towards their jobs and Quality Circles. 
TABLE 4 
CURRENT EMPLOYEE/SUPERVISOR COMMUNICATION 
(Number of Employees who Responded) 
Item Yes No No Response Total 
15. Supervisors tried to 
get your opinion 
about issues that 
affect your job. (17) (3) (0) (20) 
16. Supervisors paid 
attention to what 
you had to say. (18) (2) (0) (20) 
17. Supervisors en¬ 
couraged you and 
your co-worker to 
work together as 
a team. (18) (2) (0) (20) 
18. Supervisors en¬ 
couraged you and 
your co-worker to 
exchange ideas and 
opinions. (18) (2) (0) (20) 
19. Supervisors en- 
couraged employees 
to come up with new 
ideas. (18) (2) (0) (20) 
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Table 4 (Continued) 
Item Yes No No Response Total 
20. Supervisors provided 
enough information 
for you to carry out 
your job effectively. (18) (2) (0) (20) 
21. Supervisors helped 
you to solve work- 
related problems. (18) (2) (0) (20) 
Source: Compiled from responses to the survey. 
Table 4 shows the extent to which employees felt 
supervisors performed the functions indicated. In Item 15, 
seventeen employees out of twenty agreed that supervisors 
tried to get their opinions about issues that affected their 
jobs. Also in item 20, eighteen employees out of twenty 
agreed that supervisors provided enough information for 
employees to perform their jobs effectively. Finally, in 
Items 16 through 21, eighteen employees out of twenty agreed 
that communication among employees and supervisors improved 
through Quality Circles. 
Based on these findings, positive communication 
occurred, since the supervisor showed a strong commitment 
towards the concept of Quality Circles. Donald L. Dewar 
points out: 
Employees will look up to leadership. If they see 
a manager who is enthusiastic about the Quality 
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Circle concept, who has a belief that his or her 
people can make a worthwhile contribution and 
that their ideas are encouraged and welcomed, they 
are likely to have similarly positive attitudes 
and will want to participate. -*• 
TABLE 5 
CO-WORKER RELATIONSHIPS AND COMMUNICATION 
(Number of Employees who Responded) 
Item 
22. Co-worker was 
friendly and easy 
to approach. 
23. Co-worker paid 
attention to 
what you were 
saying. 
24. Encouraged each 
other to give 
their best effort. 
25. Co-worker shared 
information neces¬ 
sary to do the work.(17) (3) 
26. Co-worker helped in 
solving work-related 
problems. (19) (1) 
27. Employees worked 
effectively to¬ 
gether and coordi¬ 


















28. There was a lot of 
conflict between 
employees in the 
department. (7) (13) (0) (20) 
31 Donald L. Dewar, 
ticipative Management, 195. 
The Quality Circle Guide to Par 
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Table 5 (Continued) 
Item Yes No No Response Total 
29. Co-worker was open 
to new ideas or 
ways of doing 
things. (17) (2) (1) (20) 
30. Co-worker often 
gave feedback on 
how well you were 
doing your job. (17) (2) (1) (20) 
Source: Compiled from responses to the survey. 
Table 5 shows that since the implementation of 
Quality Circles, the employees in the New Accounts Depart¬ 
ment communicate openly with each other. In Item 22, nine¬ 
teen employees out of twenty felt it was easy to approach 
co-workers. In Item 23, eighteen employees out of twenty 
felt employees paid attention to what they were saying. In 
Item 29, seventeen employees out of twenty felt that em¬ 
ployees were open to new ideas or ways of doing things. 
Therefore, being involved in a Quality Circle enhanced the 
employees' relationship with each other, by allowing them 
to work together as a team on various projects, and sharing 
ideas. In Item 25, seventeen employees out of twenty shared 
information necessary to do the work. In Item 27, sixteen 
employees out of twenty worked effectively together and 
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coordinated their efforts. In Item 28, thirteen employees 
out of twenty said there was no conflict between employees 
in the New Accounts Department, while seven employees out 
of twenty felt there was conflict between employees in the 
New Accounts Department. As a participant in the Quality 
Circle, the writer observed that the conflict among the 
seven employees stemmed from their not wanting to be in¬ 
volved with Quality Circles and various projects, causing 
friction among co-workers who enjoyed participating in 
Quality Circles. 
TABLE 6 
IMPROVEMENT IN MORALE AND SATISFACTION WITH 








Did you have to make 
decisions? 
Did you exercise 
independent thought 
and action in your 
job? 
Did you receive sup¬ 
port in trying to 
resolve problems? 
Were problems in your 
work group clearly 
defined and under¬ 
stood before solutions 
were reached? (13) 
Was the opportunity 
to use your own judge¬ 
ment on the job 
given? (18) 













(2) (0) (20) 
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TABLE 6 (Continued) 
Item Yes NO No Response Total 
36. Was there a chance to 
use personal initia¬ 
tive and resolve 
problems in carrying 
out the work? (19) (1) (0) (20) 
37. Did you experience 
personal growth and 
development doing 
your job? (14) (5) (1) (20) 
38. Did your job present 
some challenges? (12) (8) (0) (20) 
39. Was there an oppor¬ 
tunity to improve 
your skills in this 
company? (18) (2) (0) (20) 
40. Were resources 
needed to get the 
work done provided? (18) (2) (0) (20) 
Source: Compiled from responses to the survey. 
Table 6 shows the extent to which employees were 
satisfied with specific aspects of their jobs since the 
implementation of Quality Circles. In Item 31, fifteen 
employees out of twenty felt they had more authority to 
make decisions. In Item 35, eighteen employees out of 
twenty felt they were given the opportunity to use their 
own judgement on the job given. In Item 39, eighteen 
employees out of twenty felt that the opportunity to 
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improve their skills in the company was also given. This 
table indicated what improvements occurred in terms of deci¬ 
sion making and problem solving. In Item 33, seventeen 
employees out of twenty felt the support they received in 
trying to resolve problems improved morale and satisfaction 
with various aspects of the job. Also, responses in this 
table indicated that improvements occurred in the oppor¬ 
tunities given for personal growth on the job. In Item 37, 
fourteen employees out of twenty felt they experienced per¬ 
sonal growth and development doing their job, while five 
employees out of twenty did not feel the same satisfaction 
of personal growth, and one employee did not respond to 
this question. Employees' morale increased as a result of 
their satisfaction with their jobs. Management realized 
that its most valuable resource is people. Giving the 
employee the ability to voice his or her opinions and make 
decisions which affect his or her work environment gave the 
employees in the New Accounts Department higher morale and 
satisfaction with various aspects of their jobs. 
VI. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The major findings reported in Section V lead the 
writer to make the following conclusions. 
- Overall attitudes to Quality Circles are found to 
be very positive among 95 percent of the New Accounts 
Department employees. 
- Concerning job performance of the employees in the 
New Accounts Department, Quality Circles have proven success¬ 
ful in that they made a positive impact in encouraging team¬ 
work. This is reflected in the positive responses to 
statements 3 through 10 in table 2. 
- Once given the opportunity to do interesting and 
meaningful work, 75 percent of the employees of the New 
Accounts Department indicated that they were happier doing 
their job, which in turn gave them general job satisfaction. 
- Communication is a must in any organization and 
when Quality Circles gave the supervisors and employees the 
opportunity to share ideas, opinions, information, and 
encourage team-work, this enhanced the communication process 
between employees and co-workers. Ninety percent of the 
respondents shared this view. 
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- The improvement in morale among the New Accounts 
Department employees ranged from low morale before partici¬ 
pating in Quality Circles to a higher morale since parti¬ 
cipating in Quality Circles. The opportunity to improve 
their skills and to use their own judgement gave the em¬ 
ployees in the New Accounts Department a sense of personal 
growth and development. Morale was bolstered also by the op¬ 
portunity bo deal directly with management through management 
presentations. 
The writer offers the following recommendation for 
the further improvement of Quality Cirlces to the management 
in the New Accounts Department of Merrill Lynch. 
- To address the issue of conflict among employees in 
the New Accounts Department, the writer suggests that parti¬ 
cipation in a Quality Circle should be done on a voluntary 
basis. It should be understood that not everyone wants to 
be a member of a Quality Circle. The employees who do 
actively participate in Quality Circles do so because they 




COVER LETTER AND SURVEY ADMINISTERED TO THE 
NEW ACCOUNTS DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEES 
Merrill Lynch 
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March 8, 1988 
Dear Employee : 
I am presently a graduate student at Atlanta University. 
This is not a test but simply an opinion survey to deter¬ 
mine the reactions of the New Accounts Department's em¬ 
ployees involvement in Quality Circles since the imple¬ 
mentation of this concept in 1983. 
It is important that you give your honest and frank opinions 
in answering the questions. The information you provide 
will be treated in confidence. You are not required to give 
your name, and I can assure you that your participation will 
in no way jeopardize your job standing. 
Please, would you take a few minutes to answer the attached 
survey and return it to Miki Warren (Quality Circle Facili¬ 
tator) or your supervisor. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Sincerely, 
Attachment 
Tanya M. Jones 
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QUALITY CIRCLES SURVEY 
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INSTRUCTIONS 
As you go through the survey, please read each question and 
statement and then state your opinion by CIRCLING the appro 
priate response. 
SECTION I 
ATTITUDES TOWARD QUALITY CIRCLES 
1. Everyone should be given the 
opportunity to work on a 
Quality Circle. YES or NO 
2. Most people in the New Accounts 
Department thought Quality 
Circles were a great idea. YES or NO 
SECTION II 
JOB PERFORMANCE 
3. Quality Circles encourage people 
to share ideas. YES or NO 
4. When I worked in a Quality Circle, 
I learned to solve work-related 
problems better. YES or NO 
5. Quality Circles helped in solving 
work-related problems. YES or NO 
6. Quality Circles helped my department 
to function more effectively. YES or NO 
7. Quality Circles increased cooperation 
and teamwork among people. YES or NO 
8. Quality Circles helped people under¬ 
stand what others did. YES or NO 
9. Quality Circles allowed people in 
the New Accounts Department to 
influence how the work got done. YES or NO 
10. Quality Circles increased rivalry 
among work groups in the New 




11. Quality Circles have brought 
about general job satisfaction. YES or NO 
12. Quality Circles encouraged 
management in the department 
to listen to my ideas. YES or NO 
13. Quality Circles allowed employees 
in the department to influence 
how the work got done. YES or NO 
14. Quality Circles helped my department 
to function more effectively. YES or NO 
SECTION IV 
COMMUNICATION/SUPERVISORS 
15. Supervisors tried to get your 
opinion about issues that 
affected your job. YES or NO 
16. Supervisors paid attention to what 
you had to say. YES or NO 
17. Supervisors encouraged you and your 
co-workers to work together as a 






• Supervisors encouraged you and 
your co-workers to exchange ideas 
and opinions. YES or NO 
19. Supervisors encouraged employees to 
come up with new ideas. YES OR NO 
20. Supervisors provided enough information 
for you to carry out your job efffec- 
tively. YES or NO 
21. Supervisors helped you to solve work- 
related problems. YES or NO 
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COMMUNICATION/CO-WORKERS 
22. Co-worker was friendly and easy 
to approach. YES or NO 
23. Co-worker paid attention to what 
you were saying. YES or NO 
24. Encourage each other to give their 
best effort. YES or NO 
25. Co-worker shared information necessary 
to do the work. YES or NO 
26. Co-worker helped in solving work- 
related problems. YES or NO 
27. Employees worked effectively and 
coordinated their efforts. YES or NO 
28. There was a lot of conflict between 
employees in the department. YES or NO 
29. Co-worker was open to new ideas or 
ways of doing things. YES or NO 
30. Co-worker often gave feedback on 
how well you were doing your job. YES or NO 
SECTION V 
IMPROVEMENT IN MORALE 
31. Did you have to make decisions? YES or NO 
32. Did you exercise independent 
thought and action in your job? YES or NO 
33. Did you receive support in trying 
to resolve problems? YES or NO 
34. Were problems in your work group 
clearly defined and understood 
before solutions were reached? YES or NO 
35. Was the opportunity to use your 
own judgement on the job given? YES or NO 
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36. Was there a chance to use personal 
initiative and resolve problems in 
carrying out the work? YES or NO 
37. Did you experience personal growth 
and development in doing your job? YES or NO 
38. Did your job present some challenges? YES or NO 
39. Was there an opportunity given to 
improve your skills in this company? YES or NO 
40. Were resources needed to get the 
work done provided? YES or NO 
SECTION VI 
PERSONAL 
Please provide the following information about yourself. 
41. How long have you worked in the New Accounts Depart¬ 
ment? 
1. Less than 6 months 
2. 6 months up to 1 year 
3. 1 year up to 2 years 
4. 2 years up to 5 years 
5. Over 5 years 
42. How long have you worked in your job? 
1. Less than 6 months 
2. 6 months up to 1 year 
3. 1 year up to 2 years 
4. 2 years up to 5 years 
5. Over 5 years 
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